As the modernized Old Hanzi sourced from Yin-Zhou Jinwen Jichen Yinde (殷周金文集成引得) is reviewed, I revisited other parts in IRG N1519 too*; the evidences of CJK Unified Ideographs proposed by China NB to CJK Unified Ideographs Extension E (CJK Ext. E). As a result, about 100 glyphs in CJK Ext. E v6.1, I have the concern that the evidences might be insufficient; some evidences are without scanned image, some evidences show simplified glyphs in spite of non-simplified glyphs in the scanned image. I think the evidence including the proposed glyph is expected to stabilize CJK Ext. E.

The evidences of proposed Hanzi since Ext. C are required to be submitted with the scanned image or photographs of the glyphs in use, and the glyph shape in the evidence is required to be same (or unifiable at least) with the proposed glyph. But, some evidences in IRG N1519 are just referential information (e.g. volume and page number only) without scanned image as shown in Figure 1. In addition, the glyphs in the scanned image are different from the proposed glyphs; the evidence shows unsimplified glyph but the proposed glyph is simplified as shown in Figure 2.

Especially, the evidences for GFY glyphs often lack the scanned image, and the evidences for GJZ glyphs often show simplified glyph in spite of the unsimplified glyphs in the source dictionary.

Checking the status of these glyphs without sufficient evidence by IRG N1599 (CJK E v6.1), most of case 1 (glyphs without scanned image) are not included in M set nor D set,
but there are remarkable number of case 2 (ca. 100). The improvement of the evidence for case 2 is required.

Figure 1: Sample of "evidence" missing scanned image (case 1)

Figure 2: Sample of “evidence is unsimplified but proposed is simplified” (case 2)

It seems that most of cases 2 are simplified schematically and there are no other official simplified forms to substitute the unsimplified glyphs in the scanned image. However, at least, the source information should be differentiated from the characters that the proposed and source glyphs have same shapes. When both of simplified and unsimplified glyphs are proposed from unsimplified source, there might be a conflict of the source information. In the case of Figure 2, 商務辭書語料庫字目 would be better than 漢語大字典. If there is any printed material including the proposed glyph (is there completely-simplified edition of 漢語大字典?), it would be better than 商務辭書語料庫字目.
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